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Superior  

An option for any home 
SSGE provide composite doors, which give your home your personal touch. Each door is 
manufactured with a reinforced GRP skin with a woodgrain finish to closely replicate a 
traditional timber door. The PU foam core reduces heat loss providing a high level of 
thermal performance and an LVL (Laminated Veneer Lumber) subframe for added 
strength, rigidity and security.  

We have a huge range of styles, colours and glass options available. A standard range to 
suit a traditional style home with coloured and leaded glass or for contemporary style 
door with modern lines and stylish handle options. 

 

Door Style: Gleneagles
Door Colour: Caribbean Blue
Decorative Glass: Reflections

The Sunningdale is available
with a wide range of glass 
designsGrained Traditional Doors

Sunningdale

Farmhouse CottageDoor Colour: Slate   I   Decorative Glass: Aurora

The Sunningdale is available
with a wide range of glass 
designsGrained Traditional Doors

Sunningdale

Farmhouse CottageDoor Colour: Slate   I   Decorative Glass: Aurora



Standard Range Doors - £1,100.00* 
 

 

 

Carnoustie Birkdale Penina Riviera Portrush Sunburst

Troon Murfield Murfield Solid Turnberry Turnberry Grid Lytham

Lytham Grid Belfry Pevero Sunningdale FarmhouseBelfry 3



PREMIUM Range Doors - £1,200.00* 

 

 

 

Door Colour Options 

 

St Andrews St Andrews 
Solid

Gleneagles Monza II  
Solid

Monza II  
Augusta Long

Monza II  
Square 4

Seminole 4 Oakmont Chantilly Vilamoura Augusta Augusta Long

Standard Colours included in cost (Outside Only)



 



Only available in our Carnoustie door, this simple
design and uses traditional lead on a stipple 
backing glass. The diamond lead design sits proud
to the outer pane when glazed into the door.

This European style design is produced using 
high grade brushed stainless Inox elements, 
that are bonded to the centre pane of glass. 
This combination provides a unique contrast.

The concentric squares inside a band of 
sandblasted glass is a subtle take on our Vector 
design. The Difuso glass ensures high levels of 
privacy whilst maintaining light transmission.

An impressive large bevel cluster for those looking
for a real feature statement. The Bloomesbury
bevels will refract light beautifully and it’s intricate
detail is unsurpassed.

Inspired by the ocean and the ripples of moving
water, Cascade is a truly modern take on patterned
glass. Light shimmers o! the undulations to create
a stunning decorative glass.

Decorative Glass Options

Simple but extremely e!ective. The Artemis 
features an etched glass centre with a clear 
surrounding border. A strong option for both 
traditional and modern homes alike.

The Athena gracefully combines brilliant cut lines
and a clean sandblast finish.  The understated half
glazed model is a great option as a simple glass
design for a back door.

Striking and flowing elliptical shapes join an array
of crystal clear diamond bevels to create a dazzling
e!ect. Glue chip surrounding textures provide a
perfect contrasting finish.

The purity of this linear range draws its inspiration
from Frank Lloyd Wright. Hints of cubism come 
together with leading edge glass technology to
create a wonderful multi-textured finish.

Sandblasted and Mirage glass are separated by
an o!-centre clear dividing line o!ering a stunning,
yet clean contemporary look to your door.



Genuine coloured Spectrum Glass with blackened cames combine to create this stunning leadlight design,
reminiscent of the Victorian era. With Lanesborough, you can now have all the benefits of traditional 
leadlights, with the performance and thermal properties you would expect in your door. 
Available in 3 border colours: Amber, Blue or Green

Using the ‘weld-free’ chrome finish aluminium
cames, combined with bevelled glass pieces and
etched Millenium glass, Lotus is a truly stunning
yet simple design.

Graphite is modernity at its best. Using the latest
weld-free cameing technology in stunning matt
black, it is a modern take on decorative glass which
will complement any contemporary door.

Our Bullion uses new techniques to create a very
deep cut and impressive look. The circular bands
create prisms of light and the design works very
well in all styles of property.

Kew combines intricate bevel work and soft water
glass against a background of obscure etched
glass. The central flower motif will make a 
stunning focal point for any door.

Exclusively commissioned by glass artisans, Deco
uses a sophisticated frosted backing glass coupled
with clear dividing lines that create a simple, 
elegant and highly desirable contemporary design. 

The delicately shaped clear glass bevels glisten
against the etched glass and create a look of 
understated and tasteful elegance.

For 
Clear and 
Obscure 

Glass 
Options

See Page73

O!set diamond clear bevels of the Diamonte 
design provide a particularly modern finish. 
This contemporary design is finished to the highest
standard with zinc and soldered joints.

A stunningly simple design, Haloz is created 
using hand cut glass centres, that are polished 
and bonded within a clear border. The contrast 
o!ers a beautiful combination.

Antique coloured glass is joined using a stunning
black came and weld. All is encapsulated within the
insulated unit for easy upkeep and to protect the
design.

Stunning black chrome cameing combined with
satin and grey bevelled glass pieces, Impression
makes a striking statement encapsulated inside a
double glazed unit for easy cleaning.

The complex bevelled design combined with
stunning textured glass creates a design with 
undoubted kerb appeal and ‘Wow Factor’.

A contemporary glass, Lucidity has an almost 
industrial feel with its strong bold lines. It is 
particularly suitable for use in contemporary 
door designs.

Create a timeless and stunning visual statement.
Fluid lines, generous curves and inspirational 
design combine with extraordinary craftsmanship
to produce an outstanding focus for your home.



A modern yet understated, sleek decorative door
glazing. A blend of deep cut glass bevels and ‘reed’
highly obscure backing glass combine perfectly to
reveal an extremely alluring finish.

Mirage is a totally di!erent and modern way 
of adding obscurity to any door. Lineal etched lines
cascade down both sides of the glass o!ering a
real depth and decorative dimension.

A modern twist on a traditional technique, 
Synergy combines hand-cut textured glass 
pieces, contemporary fused glass elements 
and polished zinc cameing.

A modern clear design laced into an etched backing
glass with feature clear glass bevels. Mercury has
a chic look with the glass bevels siting proud to the
outer glass pane.

Rhapsody is designed to focus on European 
styling that suits the door that surrounds them. 
Contemporary, clean, simple etched designs 
that have proved very popular.

A lavish decorative panel utilising an ornate bevel
cluster with clear and very modern grey bevels. 
The crisp, refined and stunning look and has a 
particularly contemporary backing glass.

Simulated divided lights create the look of 
individual panes of glass, whilst maintaining 
the performance benefits of a single
double glazed unit.

The bold rectangular bevelled glass pieces are set
against a background of softly textured stippled
and ChordTM glass to create the beautiful simplicity
of our Spire glass design.

As one of our more ornate options the Renaissance is made using an advanced resin technology to replicate
the elaborate qualities of clear cut bevels. Unusually the whole decorative design is clear and is separated
with many glistening bevels including a large brilliant cut centre piece..
Available with Clear or Black Border

This European style design is produced using 
high grade brushed stainless Inox elements, 
that are bonded to the centre pane of glass. 
This combination provides a unique contrast.

A sophisticated, contemporary design 
incorporating various glass textures with clear
‘came’ lines. Panama is a twist on lineal Art Deco 
period style.

Combining our soft acid etched Difuso glass with
the deeper texture of the sandblasted design 
creates a modern, striking glass prefectly suited for 
contemporary doors.

The delicate floral motifs of the Salisbury design,
combined with the glistening multi-faceted 
jewels, are guaranteed to transform the entrance
to your home.

An ageless classic design with crystal cut bevels
surrounded by a stipple backing glass. The design
incorporates clean zinc lines and traditional
welded joints.

Intricate laser cut brushed stainless steel is inset
within each triple glazed panel and located with
zinc joining strips. A heavily embossed backing
glass o!ers goods levels of privacy.



The multi-width lines of Difuso soft acid etched
glass contrast beautifully with the deeper texture
of the sandblasting to create a truly modern design.

This extremely popular model combines multiple
cut bevels and striking backing textures all 
encapsulated with the insulated glass unit.

The finest quality of hand crafted decorative 
triple-glazing with a contemporary zinc finish. 
Luxury crystal cut bevels are sealed securely 
between 2 panes of safety glass to ensure good
looks for many years to come.

Tokyo is designed to focus on European styling 
that suits the door that surrounds them. 
Contemporary, clean, simple etched designs 
that have proved very popular.

By combining Fusion glass tiles with small stainless steel elements and etched glass, Vector is a strikingly
modern glazing option that is ideally suited for contemporary doorsets. With a range of five colour options 
in the Fusion tiles, the glass can be manufactured to complement your door colour beautifully.
Available in: Black, Blue, Green, Purple or Red.

Clear or Obscure Glass Options

Minster pays homage to historic hammered 
glass and is most suited to period homes or 
more traditional door styles.

The timeless appeal of this stipple e!ect glass
makes it one of our most popular options. The 
surface texture o!ers very high levels of obscurity
and the design suits most door and house styles.

A more heavily textured pattern resembling water
cascading over a surface. It is one of our most 
popular patterns and is especially suitable for
doors that require higher levels of privacy.

Satin glass is an acid etched glass that o!ers high
levels of privacy. It is a very neutral finish similar to
sandblast and is ideal for use in both traditional
and contemporary doors.

A popular option o!ering clear dividing lines within
an etched backing glass. Each panel is finished
with a black motif fused glass tile which sit proud
to the outside front pane of the glass.

The Ti!any is reminiscent of designs used in the
Victorian period. It uses  a combination of vibrant
coloured glasses against a background of softly
rippled glass, with blackened cames.



All doors include: 

✓A standard colour option to the outside only / White inside. 
✓White outer frame inside and out. 
✓Standard handle (white / black / silver / brass). 
✓Letterplate included (if required). 

Optional Extras: 

Premium Colour (per side) + £100.00
Outerframe: Woodgrain and/or colour + £100.00
1200 Inline Bar handle + £300.00
Urn Knocker + £20.00
Urn Knocker with Spyhole + £30.00
Slimline Urn Knocker + £30.00
Slimline Urn Knocker with Spyhole + £35.00
Spyhole only + £20.00
Numerals (per each) + £7.00



Decorative
Glass 
Availability

Artemis ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Artisan ! ! ! ! ! !

Aspen

Athena ! ! ! ! !

Birchwood ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Bloomsbury ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Bold Pink !

Carrington ! ! !

Cascade ! ! ! ! ! !

Caspian

Cubic ! ! ! ! ! !

Deco

Diamonte ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Elegance ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Georgian Bar !

Grange ! !

Graphite ! ! ! !

Halo

Hathaway ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Impresssion ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Indulgence Grey !

Kew ! ! ! ! !

Lanesborough ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! " " !

Lotus !

Louisiana ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Lucidity

Luxor ! ! ! !

Mercury ! ! ! !

Milan ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Mirage ! !

Optimal ! ! ! !

Opulence ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Panama ! !

Prestige ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Quantum

Quasar

Renaissance !

Rhapsody

Salisbury !

Spire

Straight Imposition ! ! !

Spirit Pink ! ! !

Soul Pink ! ! !

Synergy ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Tokyo

Ti!any ! ! ! !

Tranquility ! ! ! " ! ! ! ! ! " " " !

Trinity !

Trio Diamond ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Vector " " " "

Venetian Blind ! !

Vogue Black ! ! ! ! ! !
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Grained
Traditional
Doors



Artemis !

Artisan

Aspen !

Athena

Birchwood

Bloomsbury

Bold Pink

Carrington

Cascade

Caspian

Cubic ! !

Deco

Diamonte

Elegance

Georgian Bar

Grange

Graphite

Halo !

Hathaway

Impresssion

Indulgence Grey

Kew

Lanesborough

Lotus

Louisiana

Lucidity

Luxor ! !

Mercury ! !

Milan

Mirage

Optimal

Opulence

Panama

Prestige

Quantum

Quasar

Renaissance

Rhapsody ! ! !

Salisbury

Spire

Straight Imposition

Spirit Pink

Soul Pink

Synergy !

Tokyo !

Ti!any

Tranquility

Trinity ! !

Trio Diamond

Vector !

Venetian Blind

Vogue Black !

Artemis ! ! ! ! !

Artisan

Aspen

Athena !

Birchwood

Bloomsbury

Bold Pink

Carrington

Cascade !

Caspian

Cubic ! ! ! !

Deco

Diamonte

Elegance

Georgian Bar

Grange

Graphite ! ! ! !

Halo

Hathaway

Impresssion

Indulgence Grey

Kew

Lanesborough

Lotus ! ! !

Louisiana

Lucidity

Luxor !

Mercury

Milan

Mirage

Optimal

Opulence !

Panama

Prestige

Quantum !

Quasar !

Renaissance

Rhapsody

Salisbury

Spire !

Straight Imposition !

Spirit Pink

Soul Pink

Synergy

Tokyo

Ti!any

Tranquility

Trinity ! !

Trio Diamond

Vector "

Venetian Blind

Vogue Black ! !

Artemis ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Artisan ! !

Aspen

Athena ! ! ! !

Birchwood ! ! ! ! !

Bloomsbury ! ! !

Bold Pink

Carrington

Cascade ! !

Caspian !

Cubic ! ! ! ! ! !

Deco ! !

Diamonte ! ! !

Elegance ! ! !

Georgian Bar

Grange !

Graphite ! ! ! ! !

Halo

Hathaway !

Impresssion ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Indulgence Grey

Kew

Lanesborough ! ! ! ! !

Lotus ! ! ! !

Louisiana ! ! ! ! !

Lucidity ! !

Luxor ! ! ! ! ! !

Mercury ! !

Milan ! ! !

Mirage ! !

Optimal

Opulence ! ! ! ! !

Panama

Prestige ! ! !

Quantum ! !

Quasar ! !

Renaissance

Rhapsody

Salisbury !

Spire

Straight Imposition ! !

Spirit Pink

Soul Pink

Synergy ! !

Tokyo

Ti!any ! !

Tranquility " ! ! !

Trinity ! !

Trio Diamond ! ! ! !

Vector " " " "

Venetian Blind

Vogue Black ! ! ! ! !
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Urban
Contemporary
Doors

Inox
Contemporary
Doors



Single Door
Minimum 2003mm 1983mm 823mm

Maximum 2103mm 2083mm 1022mm

Door with Single
Composite Sidelight

Minimum 2003mm 1983mm 1278mm

Maximum 2103mm 2083mm 1497mm

Door with Single
Glazed Sidelight

Minimum 2003mm 1983mm 1095mm

Maximum 2103mm 2083mm 2145mm

Door with Double
Composite Sidelight

Minimum 2003mm 1983mm 1733mm

Maximum 2103mm 2083mm 1972mm

Door with Double
Glazed Sidelight

Minimum 2003mm 1983mm 1368mm

Maximum 2103mm 2083mm 3376mm

Door Width Compliance 
for Wheelchair Entry

Frame Size 940mm 985mm

Minimum Clear Opening 775mm 825mm

Height
with Standard PVC Cill

Height
with Low Threshold Cill

Width

Existing Buildings New BuildingsPart M Compliance

Maximum Height Minimum Height Maximum Width Minimum Width

All door styles where allowed by 
design with the exceptions below. 

Please check via the online ordering system.
2013mm 1913mm 914mm

Unglazed: 682mm
Glazed: 

740mm (45mm) or 
715mm (35mm)*

Gleneagles/St Andrews 2013mm 1913mm 904mm 762mm

Monza II Solid and Glazed 2013mm 1913mm 914mm 740mm

Side Panels 2013mm 1913mm 352mm 332mm

Minimum/Maximum Door Blank Size Chart

* Dependent upon glazing position(s)

Composite Door Sizing



DOORCO 44mm Door 
> Grained GRP SMC skins are available in a wide variety 

of styles and colours including wood stains

> Stiles and Rails are manufactured from a
water-resistant polymer 

> LVL is used as the main internal reinforcement

> Skins and sub frame are bonded with a Urethane 
Adhesive Resin

> The door is filled with CFC-Free Polyurethane Foam 
density 44.5 - 45.5kg/m3

> Superior heat and sound insulation

> Complimentary choice of grained reglazeable 
cassettes

> Centre Pane Value of approximately 0.44

> Doors have exceeded the requirements of PAS24

> Q-Marked with full manufacturing traceability

Glass 
All the double and triple glazed units used in our doors
are manufactured to the highest standard and come
with internationally recognised accreditations for 
performance, strength and thermal efficiency.

High Performance Units
All units are made with toughened glass to comply 
with EN12150, the International standard for safety
glass. All units are manufactured to the EN1279 
standard for quality of seal and life expectancy and
come with a manufacturer’s 10 year warranty.

Thermally Efficient
All the clear or obscure glass units in our range have 
insulating features as standard. They are manufactured
using low emissivity glass and the airspace is filled with
Argon gas to give industry leading thermal efficiency. 
In addition, we only use warm edge spacer systems.

Security and/or Safety Option
Most glazing options can be supplied with an upgrade
where the outer pane of toughened glass is replaced
with laminated glass which holds together when 
shattered.

Your new door should keep safe and secure for years to come however with all products and especially those that are
exposed to the elements we recommend that you carry out a care and maintenance routine.

> Door frames should be washed with warm soapy water, however 
stubborn stains can be removed using specialist PVC-u cleaners 
and by following the manufacturers’ guidelines.

> The door leaf should only be cleaned using warm water or 
non-aggressive composite door wipes. No solvent-based product 
or abrasives should be used as these will damage the surface of the skin.

> External glass should be cleaned with warm soapy water and cleaned 
with a proprietary glass cleaner.

> Hardware can be cleaned with a mild detergent and wiped clean. 
No harsh chemicals or abrasives should be used.

> Maintenance of the door may be required to maintain any guarantees 
from the installer. Hinges should be lubricated with engineering 
oil. Cylinders can be lubricated with Teflon-based products only, 
as other oils may cause degradation. If necessary, a small 
amount of lubricant can be applied to the moving parts 
such as letterplates, handles and knockers.

Technical Specifications

Care and Maintenance


